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christopher doyle: other theories about atlantis are based on
mythology, legends, wishful thinking and pseudoscience. i carefully

try to separate the myth from the historical reality in my books. each
book presents a new mythological theory about atlantis, but it is also
based on substantial historical facts. christopher doyle: the layers of
the story are interwoven. for example, certain facts are hidden from

the reader, either deliberately or inadvertently. the reason i have this
story split into various genres is to encourage the reader to read the
story all in one go. however, they may be reluctant to start with such
a complicated book. to get them started and hooked, i have to give

them a little taste of the story. that is what i was trying to achieve by
splitting it into sections. the most difficult part of writing this book
was the research. i find research most difficult when i cant do it on

my own. i can handle the hardest parts of my research on my own. i
need others to join me in the research. the problem is that most

people arent interested in the historical bits of my research. thats
one of the reasons why i prefer to present my historical findings to a

select few before publishing them. i also need to be careful about
whom i select. its vital that the people i select understand the thrust

of my research. its also important to be sensitive to the social
sensitivities attached to the topics discussed. christopher doyle: i

remember writing the first few pages of the first chapter, which is all
about the megalithic sites, with a friend of mine, antónio dias. he had

never heard of the megalithic sites. he was shocked by the whole
idea. but, i explained it to him and showed him how it related to
british history. then, he understood my point and began to get

interested. with a lot of encouragement, he learnt more about them.
my friend adelico de souza, who is also a contributor to this book, is
an expert on the megalithic sites in brazil. we spent days and nights

in my study, discussing the various sites and places.
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the cataclysm was a harbinger of many things. the druids were its effect
and even though they were a race of humans, they were also divine.

they lived in a forest away from society, unbound by the tyranny of the
clock and the tyranny of government. they worshipped the sun and the
moon and were experts in animal and plant life. they were also experts

in human life. they had the most advanced surgical and medical
techniques available. people should think of their logical brain-the one
that they use to control their bodily functions-as being only half-mind,

since it has not been developed to such an extent as to give it the
ability to think out the mind of the universe. the brain that receives the
messages from the soul has this power. the soul that takes birth in the

body receives these messages from the spirit. the spirit is then born in a
human being, and from that human being, it can be born in the body of

any species. its birth is in the heart. it is the spirit that can travel
throughout the universe. before birth, its spirit is in the gods. it can then

travel to a human being and give it messages. the spirit gives birth to
the soul. after birth, the soul cannot communicate with the spirit and

with the gods but can communicate with the senses. the soul
communicates with the spirit when the body dies and leaves the
physical realm. christopher doyle: there is a lot of controversy

surrounding atlantis and the ancient egyptians and other cultures as
there is so much confusion and misinformation in the media about

atlantis. atlantis is mentioned in the mahabharata but is also a
character in my book. i have an atlantis who was the greatest

civilisation in human history, which existed at the same time as the
pyramids, the megalithic sites in britain, the mounds in america and the

mayan civilisation. 5ec8ef588b
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